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The AptiVolt® 
Battery Management Story



Designed For Your Boat



1 The Story Starts with a Problem

We understand that you might be a bit sceptical of yet another system for charging 
batteries.  After all, we’ve all been doing it for over 100 years. 

But, in boats, there still seems to be a problem.  
Aren’t batteries on boats the same as everywhere else?  Well, actually, no for two 
reasons:  

- You’ve several of them – we guess at least two.    

- And your batteries may be of different types.  

- Then you’d probably prefer your engine battery gets topped up first so as to be 
ready for when you need a sure start. 

- And only then would you want the power going to the boat battery and only after 
that the fridge or bow-thruster battery.



- On top of all that, there are several ways that power is meant to get to them 

Mains,
Engine Alternator,
maybe Solar,
and wind. 
Mind you, we don’t help make it easy.  We came up with the right answer to all 
these things, but then made it harder by making it modular. 

Well, we figured that we could either do that, or else we’d make one box 
which did a typical thing by making a guess at what you’d need.  
Bound to get that wrong! Life afloat is a pretty individual world. 

So, Modular it is!



2 The Basic Idea of AptiVolt

Autonnic’s AptiVolt range of things is basically: 

Several different sources of power are connected together in a special way so all the 
batteries can use it.

We gather all the power into one and then make it available to separate battery 
managers each of which will regulate the charging of a single battery. This makes 
sure that its own battery (or battery bank) is charged exactly as you wish. 

Also, you decide which battery takes preference to the others. (We’ve given you 
three levels to choose from).

We expect a typical boat would have three sources of power: 
- the alternator 
- solar panels
- the mains charger you’ve probably got already



3 The Sources

The whole AptiVolt project started by trying to make an Alternator Booster – 
without touching the Alternator.  We tried several ways and finally figured out 
how you can get lots of current out of an alternator whose output voltage may be 
lower than the battery it’s charging.  

Without any need to touch the alternator!
Then we went on to work out the whole system. We now call the booster we 
made, the VAS45, a Source manager – we put an S in the number to help 
everyone remember.  And the VAS45 is great because not only is it one of the 
20A series A modules, but it can also manage two separate inputs.  This means 
that for your mains charger and for your alternator you only need one module.  
You would probably only use one at a time, but it will be quite happy whatever 
you do.



And then there is our VAS11.  Having just made an alternator booster why not a 
solar panel booster?  Instead of just connecting a panel to a battery we run the 
panel at its MPP (Maximum Power Point) so a 100W panel delivers 100W. There’s no 
way it’ll do that by just connecting it to a battery; doing that can waste around 40% 
of the power!  And just like the VAS45 it is one of our A series so it’ll do up to 20A. 

And it’s got an S so it manages a Source – in this case it is just for solar panels at the 
MPP so up to 340W on a good bright day. 

So, between these two most inputs are covered.  And they are joined together to 
feed any battery that needs it.  We’ve used bus-bars so you can easily link them in a 
block, just like in the picture at the end of this brochure. 

Some would call these links a microgrid and maybe others would call it a power bus. 
We call this AptiRail®.



4 The Batteries

The rest is easy – just wire up a Battery Manager for each and every battery (or bank) 
you’ve got.  The VAR20 is really neat – it even has a temperature probe if you want 
to get the absolute best out of your system.  

- Each battery has its own 
VAR20.   

- Each VAR20 is set to the 
chemistry of its battery.  

- Then you set the Priority 
you want it charged at. 

- You can put them all in a 
block or split them up.        



5 Modular

So we decided to keep it modular and let you decide what collection suits 
your boat. Just find out which sources need managing and which batteries 
need regulating, get the modules in and join them all up – right up to the 
1000W limit of AptiRail. 

We went to the local marina and talked to owners of boats.

5.1 Peter’s Boat
He’s got a catamaran with two engines. 

Here’s how Peter’s might be arranged:

Keep leads short to a VAS45, but keep it outside the engine box so its not in 
a hot place.  The VAS45 and VAR20 for the engine battery just naturally go 
together. 





5.2 Andy’s Boat
Then we met Andy who’s got a fridge battery as well as a bow-thruster battery. 
Andy would add two more VAR20s – but would he put them altogether in one big 
block?  Probably not for a couple of reasons.

1 It’s best to keep the leads short between a Regulator and its battery.
2 It’s best to keep short leads from the alternator to its VAS45
3 If you need to run a longer wire use the AptiRail - with good thick copper!

Andy’s bow-thruster battery is best looked after if you put its own VAR20 just next 
to it right up there in the bows.





What does happen when you’ve read all this and you’ve looked at the data-sheets 
and installation data we send out with each module and done what you need to do?

The modules are:
- all wired up correctly 
- in all the right places. 
- the priority levels are set.
- the type of battery has been set for each VAR20 

Absolutely nothing.  You can forget about it. 
Go to sleep.  Go to the pub.  Go home and come back next weekend. Or just leave 
it for the winter.……and while you do nothing, here is what it will be doing for you:

6 So What Happens Next?



When you’re plugged in at the marina the mains power is keeping the batteries 
topped up.  When the sun comes out, the mains power is not used as much because 
the sun always has priority.  Or maybe the marina supply tripped.

If you just unplug and go home for months the sun will 
come out from time to time and each and every battery 
will be kept in a good state of charge.  Or just go out and 
sail

When you do go out and start up the engine and unplug from the marina, the first 
thing is that your engine battery will get fully charged because you set that one 
to top priority. Well, in Pete’s case that’s not one but two because both his engine 
batteries will get charged first.  But he has two alternators, so when each engine 
battery is full, whatever is left goes to the boat battery.  (Peter probably has two 
of those – one in each hull).  And when they are full there will be some left for the 
fridge.  And then the bow thruster.  

You still don’t need to do anything.  It does it all for you – if there is power available 
it will go the right place just like the power grid to your house. But in this case 
you’ve used AptiVolt modules to make your own boat its very own grid.



We didn’t forget the dinghy.

We don’t care that the dinghy battery might have a higher voltage than the boat 
battery – the Autonnic AptiVolt system is about power management. It just needs 
two modules connected together:  A VAS45 and a VAR20. 

From a 20A MCB you can connect the VAS45 to the boat battery and then leave 
the dinghy battery plugged into the VAR20. So it’s all taken care of.                

7 Not Quite The End of The Story – The Dinghy





The AptiVolt range includes communications. We have invented a special 
inductive loop serial network with its own protocol for easy installation and for use 
with different systems that are not electrically connected.  This allows computer 
set-up and monitoring of individual modules or the group.  The modules do not 
have to be on the same AptiRail.  The AptiLoop protocol is built into each module 
and is used with reference to the AptiLoop Protocol document.

8 Not Quite The End of The Story – AptiLoop
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